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.NET [1085, 1074].
Architectural
architecture-based [2034, 1201].
Architecture-Driven [1904].
argument [1709]. argument-based [1709].
Arsac [214]. art [1340]. artefact [1294].
artifact [1782]. artifacts [804]. artificial [266].
attention [1493]. attestation [1101, 1938].
authoring [1627]. authority [1630].
authorization [1102]. Automata [671, 20, 895, 1282, 1369, 1949, 2146, 685, 1353, 1380].
Automated [1161, 1363, 1603, 545, 1556, 2165, 923, 619, 446, 1651, 1660, 1307, 1713, 1756, 1567, 2038, 1572, 1752, 1934].
Automatic [303, 294, 1461, 620, 717, 1312, 1311, 1033, 1972, 76, 149, 949, 1313, 1811, 537, 1453, 739, 1220, 1770, 2116, 1710, 462, 1855, 644, 800].
Automatically [670, 1576, 41, 1686].
Automating [1250]. automation [616, 611]. automotive [1889, 1513, 1999].
B [2127, 219, 208, 388, 271, 397, 1692, 1939, 1901, 2127, 2159, 1395, 1392, 2064, 2065,
boque

Bootstrapping [1744]. Bornat [141].


Bound [282]. bounded [332, 425, 1368, 1314, 1951, 1264, 1825, 2124, 949, 1953].


Brian [295]. bridge [995]. Bridging [1601, 989, 1310, 1508, 529, 556, 1761].

Britain [295]. broadcasting [413].

Broadcasts [44]. Brown [226, 196].

browser [1174]. BSP [564]. Büchi [291].


Bustard [185]. Byte [1125].

Bytecode [1396, 773, 1533, 1733, 832, 1266, 1668, 1726, 1666].


CADP [1327, 1108, 1552, 1433]. CAESAR [467]. CAESAR/ALDEBARAN [467].

Calculating [358, 211, 1]. Calculational [517, 560]. Calculi [2138, 608, 1594].


Canal [1979]. cancer [970]. cancelable [1104].

CancerGrid [1628]. canonical [1453].

CAOVerif [1663]. capabilities [2003].

Capability [1004]. capacity [1882].


Carling [218]. Carlos [171]. Carol [67].


case-based [1534]. cases [765, 2111].

Categorical [449, 116]. categories [1895].

categorising [2103]. causality [1470].

causally [392]. causally-ordered [392].


centres [1413, 609]. centric [1198, 1246].


Certifying [1366, 1947]. cfloci [2136].

chain [545, 1044]. chains [1511, 1951, 1657].

Chaitin [173]. Chalet [21]. challenge
confluence [1367, 1894]. confluent [1931].
Consistency
[1671, 1273, 530, 518, 1806, 479].
consistently [1280]. ConsSpec [1100].
Constructing [1195, 71, 311]. Construction
[46, 417, 1495, 359, 1593, 569, 1045, 431, 678, 76, 2177, 1462, 1978, 100, 2032, 695, 1776, 480, 195, 78].
constructions [410, 305]. Constructive [530, 1758]. Constructs [51, 599, 1028].
context-aware
Coordination
Core [1901, 944, 2092, 2150, 2127, 2091]. CoreASM [1527]. cores [1745, 1357].
correspondence [1718]. COSMIC [2111, 2112]. Cost
counterexample [2163, 1657]. counterexample-guided [2163]. counterexamples [790, 161].
countermeasures [1430]. counters [440]. coupling [2107, 857, 697]. course [142].
David [48, 297, 166, 170]. dead [687].
Deadlock [1238, 482, 1825, 1522, 374].
Decision [1182, 1524, 487, 844, 1334, 1336].
Decision-making [1182]. declarations [1610].
Declarative [2149, 1584, 1925, 1924, 2128, 1986].
decomposed [1697]. decomposing [322].
Deductive [4, 1663]. deep [803]. defined [1363, 1086, 2165]. Defining [1517, 1218].
Definition [2125, 991, 401, 245, 2046].
Definitional [157]. definitions [241, 175].
deforestation [2072, 503]. degree [949].
degrees [1807]. del [391]. delayed [1247].
demand [1848]. demand-driven [1848].
demonic [980, 981]. demonstration [2167].
denial [1194]. Denmark [2172].
Denotational [212, 216, 175, 183]. density [1990]. deoptimization [1120].
deployed [777]. deployment [1972, 658, 1529]. dereference [1848].
Describing [982]. Description [1600, 385, 74, 1601, 1602, 245, 636, 267, 268, 301].
Descriptions [1607, 1480, 887, 1219].
1151, 1664, 2048, 990, 1799, 1625, 1422, 1904.
Dromy [34]. DSL [1981, 729]. DSLs [1287].
Dual [124, 1401, 1675]. duration [1558].
during [1741]. Dutch [2055]. Dynamic
[1273, 1706, 491, 2090, 692, 1429, 366, 1206,
853, 1727, 1060, 880, 1994, 1574, 1119, 1437,
885, 1420, 957, 859, 1047, 1067, 618, 728, 312,
1983, 720, 1233, 2017, 1552, 1819, 857, 1608,
1705, 1168, 1407, 712, 1305, 1516, 1830].
dynamically [1831, 1533].
dynamically-typed [1831].
e-barter [826]. e-Learning [1612, 1618].
E/E [1652]. Eames [316]. Earley [198, 45].
Early [2010, 1789, 1224, 639, 1640, 613, 1652].
Easy [1069, 1957]. EASYMAP [1083].
EATCS [154, 172, 271]. Eclipse [1814].
ecosystems [2046, 1177, 1920]. Ed
[700, 731, 299, 151, 219, 193, 388, 145, 167,
266, 230].
ED [1799]. edge [1362, 1644].
[516, 316]. Editor [156, 10, 976, 1602, 925,
1127, 1186, 1525, 642, 1043, 1076, 1173].
Editorial
[528, 531, 555, 651, 660, 668, 675, 680, 689,
726, 743, 752, 759, 768, 776, 782, 793, 808,
814, 823, 828, 886, 847, 855, 866, 874, 882,
893, 904, 911, 918, 924, 931, 938, 945, 955,
961, 968, 975, 984, 988, 996, 1002, 1008,
1016, 1024, 1029, 1034, 1042, 1052, 1053,
1057, 1066, 1070, 1075, 1082, 1087, 1093,
1098, 1106, 1111, 1117, 1126, 1133, 1142,
1149, 1154, 1159, 1171, 1179, 1185, 1235,
1311, 417, 1263, 1454, 962, 997, 769, 2, 415,
1647, 1624, 694, 1008, 1813, 1820, 1838].
Editorial [1839, 1853, 1862, 1868, 1885,
1891, 2021, 2030, 2037, 2043, 2051, 2067,
2081, 2082, 2087, 2095, 2096, 2105, 2113,
2117, 2123, 2126, 2129, 2133, 2137, 2139,
2142, 2148, 2155, 2166, 2171]. Editors
[143, 2097, 335, 1590, 1814]. Eds [730, 573,
291, 243, 391, 267, 268, 317, 318, 284].
Edsger [204]. education [750, 744, 2048].
Educational [746, 2049, 1618]. Edward
[246]. Effect [2003, 1880, 697, 1336].
effective [843, 1219, 2101]. effectiveness
[579]. Effects [105, 851, 1084, 1724, 1021].
efficiency [616, 1388, 145]. Efficient
[1248, 1889, 1147, 372, 1292, 1522, 672, 1152,
30, 1931, 1549, 913, 1386, 157, 113, 399,
1806, 906, 1228, 1368, 1241, 235, 446, 1222,
2017, 605, 1208, 1182, 1965, 1210, 1462].
Efficiently [2005]. effort [1181]. Ehrig
[271]. eigensolvers [1646]. Eijk [267]. EIS
[969]. elasticity [2151]. Elder [78, 185].
eLearning [2046, 2044]. election [464, 625].
Electrical [156]. electricity [448].
electronic [320]. Elementary
[224, 1243, 1595]. Elements [24]. Eleventh
[1341]. Eliminating [687, 1255].
Elimination [257, 11, 682, 1890, 690, 2150,
1096, 508, 1120, 906]. Elsevier [388, 1088].
email [838]. Embedded [1312, 1904, 448,
1907, 1805, 1131, 859, 1417, 1092, 590, 1287,
1091, 1745, 1049, 665, 1446, 658, 1314].
Embedding [340, 2069, 1846, 1481].
embeddings [663, 1192]. Emerging [1714].
[1818]. EMF/Ecore [1961]. emperor [269].
Empirical [1897, 1348, 1505, 1734, 1875,
1384, 1450, 1665, 597]. Employing [1652].
Emulating [1466]. emulators [829].
enabled [2015]. Enabledness [1141].
Enabling [2100]. Enactment [1537, 930].
encapsulated [1439]. encoding [1918].
End [2131, 512, 1902, 1544, 2101].
end-points [512]. end-to-end [1902, 1544].
End-user [2131, 2101]. energy [1388].
enforcement [2019]. Enforcing
[1175, 1194]. engine [1006]. Engineering
[2175, 1518, 588, 1023, 2052, 1647, 1373,
1254, 1948, 1191, 1487, 835, 2007, 1590, 1006,
1355, 547, 212, 1912, 2025, 1489, 816, 820,
1631, 1759, 1628, 1626, 1870, 1773, 206, 2100,
1629, 1887, 1869, 1033, 1176, 1044, 217, 611,
1873, 1875, 1508, 1852, 1555, 654, 1762, 1872,
1874, 1512, 1635, 1877, 1346, 1382, 1780,
Expressions [2074, 1747, 1748, 1634, 1678, 100, 696].
Expressive [11, 83, 1147, 584, 1205, 1218, 1811].
Expressiveness [2020, 1915, 664, 898].
Extending [796, 638, 1526, 1772, 1103, 1618, 1251].
Extensible [1927, 1483, 1026, 1045, 1709, 1530, 1163].
extension [1485, 60, 2060]. extensions [1932, 2069, 1249, 1028].
External [240, 1429]. Extracting [507, 658].
Facilitating [2045]. FACS [2143, 1969, 1702]. FACS'09 [1378].
FDAF [995]. Featherweight [1119].
flattening [1915]. flexibility [1388].
Flexible [1745, 1613, 1078, 1437, 928, 1342, 1080, 1287, 1470]. flight [1514]. floating [512, 1825, 1753]. floating-point [512, 1753].
FMICS'2014 [1996]. FMTA [2178].
FOCLASA'06 [1143]. FOCLASA'09 [1349]. FOCLASA'10 [1543]. focused [1835]. folds [1500, 723]. FoLLI [573].
FOPARA [1941]. forecast [1157, 1325].
improve [2046, 1848, 1305]. Improved [2086, 1383, 481, 1317, 861, 1998].
Improvement [74, 2008]. Improvements [2150]. Improving
[1471, 2001, 313, 1951, 1815, 1611, 1219, 1740, 1799, 1563, 2123, 780, 876, 739].
ImpUnity [496]. impure [1955]. in-situ
[394]. Ince [228, 209]. including [1919].
inclusive [133]. inCode [2099]. incomplete
[1936]. Incompleteness [1230].
inconsistencies [1296]. inconsistency [509, 627, 1472]. inconsistent [1438].
icorporated [1033]. incorporating [1383].
IncQuery [1818]. Increasing [1531, 41].
Incremental [2121, 1417, 1284, 1462, 593, 639, 65, 1109, 384, 161, 736].
incrementality [1775]. indentation [1129].
independence [222, 2083]. independency
[41]. Independent [991, 1710, 480]. Index
India [56]. induction [1890, 608, 133].
Inductive [1715, 2064]. Industrial
[1428, 460, 1236, 1513, 669, 1996, 1577, 448, 457, 1753, 591, 1550, 801, 619]. industry
[1629]. Infeasible [1783]. infer [1686].
[597]. Inferring [2164, 2141]. Infinitary
[683]. infinite [1460]. influence [857].
Informa [1408]. Informal [14, 187].
Information
[342, 573, 947, 1294, 1694, 1898, 1626, 1606, 559, 795, 1463, 2049, 1508, 173, 2016, 1779].
inheritance [2104, 1541, 1693, 987, 834].
initial [295]. injection [1192]. inlining
[740]. Input [2027, 1658]. Input-Output
[2027]. input/output [1658]. insertion
[843]. insight [1734]. Inspection [2052].
instance [1893]. instantiation [858, 1697].
Institution [1912, 156]. Institution-based

Object-oriented

order-oriented

on-board

on-the-fly

ontology-based

ontologies

ontology

ontology-driven

OOPS

operators

Optimal

optimiser

optimistic

Optimization

optimizations

Order

Order-sorted

Ordered

organisational

organizations

origin

Origins

OSF

OSF/Motif

Ostruff

output

over

over-optimisations

overloads

overloading

overtaking

Ovm

Owen

OWL

OWL-DL

ownership

Oxford

OZ

oZone

PA

Pack

packet

packages

pages

Papers

PALS

paperback

Paper

Objective

Objectives

Objects

obs [60]. observation [1988].

Observations [153].

Observatory [1177].

Occam [192, 155, 218, 516].

OCCURRENCES [7].

OCL [1674, 1039, 1046, 2168, 637, 1766].

OCL-based [1674].

octahedron [952].

Odyssey [987].

Odyssey-SCM [987]. Offer [1915].

Offering [1900].

O’Haskell [629]. Ohloh [1789]. Okasaki [521].

old [545, 1595].

on-line [889, 520].

On-the-fly [1376, 1921, 2032, 672, 1367].

onboard [1575].

online [1648].

only [1013].

ontologies [889].

Ontology [1203, 990, 2116, 1710, 2108, 1310, 1709].

ontology-based [2108].

Output [2027, 23].

outsourcing [2055, 810].

over- [948].

overflows [1699].

overhead [1255].

overloading [1119, 381].

overtaking [1264].

Ovm [835].

Owen [295].

OWL [1203].

OWL-DL [1203].

ownership [1389, 872, 1073].

Oxford [245, 228, 391, 213, 298, 269, 169, 226, 209, 142].

OZ [791].

oZone [1445].
paths [82, 364, 1783].

Parallelism [2092, 1121, 1927, 1547].

parallelization [421, 1453]. paralleloptopes [2164]. Parameterised [2029].


partial-order [527]. partiality [523].


Paths [82, 364, 1783]. Pattern [1338, 197, 1223, 569, 2046, 807, 176, 1503, 436, 696].


event-based [1240]. Eves [1116, 1114].


Performance-related [889]. Perisher [21].

permutation [437, 177].


Petri-net-based [374]. Pharo [1744].


Pnueli [1172]. Point [441]. 512, 186, 2135, 599, 1753, 763, 1953].

Point-free [441]. point-to-point [599].

pointcuts [441]. pointer [1216, 517, 841, 1792, 579, 348, 537].


Poland [2178, 272]. policies [1471, 2084, 864, 1627, 930, 1372, 1017].

policy [1100]. polychronous [1758].


Recursion
reductions [1757]. Reductivity [430, 1945].
Redundancy [1780, 690]. reengineering
[875, 878, 653, 1443, 738]. reentrant [1238].
Refactoring [1640, 1503, 1880, 1591, 1443,
1680, 1174, 1740, 800]. refactorings
[1167, 733]. reference [1027, 2102].
references [1831]. Refined [176].
Refinement
[512, 1113, 1697, 1370, 1372, 1675, 432, 1810,
2163, 2119, 233, 1695, 438, 509, 1805, 2159,
1083, 1935, 2059, 2098, 2062, 255, 1393, 439,
964, 1275, 1435, 362, 1380, 1933, 1351, 259,
136, 468, 1278, 592, 1371, 1277, 1323, 1276,
447, 1280, 522, 1141, 721, 1274, 1499, 1140].
refinement-based [1083].
Refinement-oriented [1370]. refinements
[2138, 480]. refining [1576]. reflection
[1152]. reflexive [1257, 1744].
reflectogram [2131]. Refunctionalization
[1136]. regexes [1678]. Region [1340].
Region-Based [1340]. regions [1557].
Regis [218]. Register [714, 833, 330].
registers [332]. regular
[2019, 276, 672, 1928, 1811, 696].
regularities [1175, 1900]. regularity
[400, 1644]. regulated [1422]. Regulations
[1339]. reification [1094, 1926]. Reifying
[2131]. Reifying [2008]. related [889].
relating [867]. Relation
[513, 13, 1685, 1634]. Relational
[812, 361, 1899, 48, 2119, 568, 1230, 950, 431,
1208, 1843]. relations
[725, 293, 513, 683, 1456, 327, 1676, 948, 654].
relationship [921, 857]. release
[1348, 2089]. Reliability [1812, 1840].
reliable [2076]. remarks [335].
Remembering [1172]. Remodularizing
[1317]. Remote [1101]. remotely [1431].
Removal [17, 1290]. removals [314].
renaming [403, 481]. Rennes [2174].
renovation [656, 550]. Reo
[895, 1233, 1271, 1544, 1353, 1232]. Rep
9, 35]. Repair [135]. Repeated [24].
repetitions [631]. replacement
[1437, 1233]. replication [2158]. Report
1025, 87, 1295, 1975, 785, 299, 544].
reporting [2074]. repositories
[1649, 2015, 1441]. Repository
[1806, 965, 1116, 1114]. representation
[1643, 979, 683, 317, 835, 2016, 2009].
representation-changers [979].
Representations
[239, 1715, 2070, 713, 739]. representing
[618]. reproducibility [758]. request
[1390]. request-response [1390]. required
[1962]. requirements [1939, 1227, 1723, 336,
1506, 1573, 544, 452, 1084, 1302, 708, 1604,
187, 1940, 852, 993, 1382, 1488]. Research
[289, 1404, 1536, 2100, 1540, 2101].
researcher [1268]. researchers [1760].
Reshuffling [8]. resilient [2160].
Resolution [306, 1217]. resolving [632].
Resource
[1941, 1442, 1228, 1414, 1446, 2150].
resource-based [1442].
resource-constrained [1446].
resource-efficient [1228]. resources
[2104, 2084, 2049]. response [1390].
responsiveness [2124, 916]. Restriction
[1829]. Restructuring [657, 599]. results
[1789, 840, 720, 1181]. retrrenchment [1023].
retrieval [2049, 2012]. REUBI [1488].
reuse [439, 843, 1738]. Reusing [1847].
Reverse
[547, 1295, 1598, 1711, 1176, 1044, 654, 1346].
Reversing [370]. REVEUR [110].
REVEUR-3 [110]. Review
[48, 195, 141, 49, 126, 184, 291, 516, 202, 375,
183, 515, 265, 155, 192, 231, 243, 514, 245, 79,
510, 154, 299, 295, 156, 151, 34, 228, 391, 206,
146, 319, 203, 521, 213, 289, 285, 286, 287,
219, 244, 78, 207, 246, 182, 229, 218, 153, 321,
172, 296, 217, 389, 208, 297, 193, 388, 180,
168, 298, 67, 204, 171, 267, 268, 194, 398, 216,
315, 179, 320, 181, 317, 143, 145, 214, 167, 266,
269, 271, 397, 169, 390, 215, 173, 227, 144, 185,
226, 318, 270, 209, 290, 201, 288, 166, 205].
Review


Type-based [1137]. type-centric [1198]. Type-changing [1956]. Type-Checker [93]. Type-Checking [427]. Type-directed [1221]. type-driven [1979]. Type-indexed [724]. Type-safe [740, 1801, 1019, 1251].


under-approximations [1686]. underapproximating [948]. underlying [1083]. underpinnings [1023]. understand [549]. understandable [188].

Understanding [1786, 1782, 1787, 1769, 1779, 1781, 549, 182].


Use-case [95, 1828]. User [286, 1600, 1507, 1601, 1625, 656, 1490, 1363, 1602, 1493, 1606, 1691, 1604, 1148, 320, 2131, 2165, 2101, 1738, 1492, 1618].

user-controlled [656]. user-defined [1363, 2165]. User-guided [1492]. Using [513].

V [244, 268, 142]. V2 [2135]. valid [1811]. Validated [1642]. validating [1046, 2168].


verification-condition [790]. verified [1906, 1116, 1114, 1621]. Verifier [1396].


very [612, 2169]. Vessels [23]. via [1810, 1866, 725, 1415, 1841, 664, 1363, 2026, 1272, 1717, 2153, 510, 717, 387, 2165, 738, 971].


Weakest [1633, 1459, 363]. weakly [1208]. weaving [1221, 1056, 1289]. web
[1688, 1693, 1691, 2056, 1811, 1794, 1570, 2015, 746, 747, 1470, 889, 822, 1062, 1125, 1219, 1508, 1878, 1618, 1324, 1326, 1625, 1150, 1056, 1640, 1069, 1687, 998, 909, 1470, 889, 822, 1062, 1125, 1219, 1508, 1878, 1618, 1324, 1326].
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